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To the extent possible, effort has been made to preserve the quality of the spoken word in this written adaptation.

Tom Tewell:  I wish that I could have a socially-distanced walk or a cup of coffee with each of 

you because I would like to ask you to go back over your life...your plans...your hopes...your 

dreams for yourself, your family and your career. As you think about that, I would like to ask 

you: “Has there ever been a time in your life when you had to go to plan B?” I was teaching a 

class on the Will of God not long ago and I asked this question. A woman stood up right in the 

middle of the class and said, “Plan B....I’m on plan G, H and I...and I’m only 30!” 

In the old Peanuts comic strip, Lucy and Charlie Brown are talking about the meaning of life. Lucy 

says, “Life is like a deck chair. Some people like to put their deck chair to see where they have 

been; some like to put their deck chair so they can see where they are now, and some like to put 

their deck chair so they can see where they are going. Where do you like to put your deck chair, 

Charlie Brown?”  Charlie Brown sighs and says, “I can’t even get my deck chair unfolded.”  

Is there anyone listening to this message whose life did not unfold as we wanted, or as we thought 

it would, and we were forced to make other plans? Due to COVID -19 the plans of hundreds of 

thousands of people have been disrupted. Suzanne and I were to celebrate our 50th wedding 

anniversary this summer with a trip to France and Switzerland but we had to go to Plan B and 

postpone our trip. Our grandson is a senior at Duke University, and he must take his classes 

for the first semester online instead of being on campus! He has had to go to Plan B to get an 

apartment in Durham, North Carolina. And think of all of the people in America who have lost 

their jobs or who face enormous financial challenges or who have an underlying condition in the 

midst of this pandemic and who have had to go to Plan G, H and I to keep safe! John Lennon 

was quite right when he said, “Life is what happens to us when we are making other plans!” 

All of us know about making other plans and going to Plan G, H and I! But if ever there was a 

Biblical character who understood Plan B... it was the Apostle Paul. 
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Jessica Vaughan Lower: Paul was intimately familiar with having to switch to a Plan B…and 

C, and D, and beyond. And with each new plan that Paul embarked upon, Paul encountered 

circumstances and situations that changed the course of his life, nearly always in ways he would 

have never expected or wished for himself. 

 

Paul was born in the city of Tarsus, a bustling trade center on the Mediterranean coast that was 

renowned for its university. Plan A for him was to study under Gamaliel in Jerusalem, though 

not to become a rabbi — he was a trained artisan in leather or tentmaking. He could live a simple 

and meaningful life.

 

But at some point, Paul’s life took a turn — he finds himself present at the stoning of Stephen. 

Plan B had him dedicating his purpose to persecuting Greek-speaking Jews who had become 

Christians and who didn’t love the rules of the Temple. He traveled to and from Damascus, 

pursuing Christians. He wanted to be the most faithful. He wanted to be the best. He wanted to 

truly be the Pharisee of Pharisees. But then Jesus knocked him off his horse, blinded him with 

light, and made him rely upon the kind of people he was persecuting in order to see again. He 

could have never imagined this happening to anyone, let alone happening to him. Furthermore, 

he never WANTED this to happen to him—he was already confident that he was living in a way 

that made God happy…why would he ever be deterred? 

 

This time around, he got an answer—Jesus told him in his blindness to stop persecuting Christians. 

So he went on to Plan C. He started to dedicate himself to the community of Christ Followers. 

He met with the other apostles in Jerusalem. He started little communities of worshippers all 

throughout the area. One missionary journey, two, three — Paul expanded the church in each 

city he landed, living with the new believers and nurturing their developing faith. 

 

Until he was arrested. Arrested and stationary for two years. Arrested after turning himself in to 

escape a plot to murder him. This was never a plan that he would have decided for himself. And 

what was the purpose? The first time that he was deterred from what he believed to be faithful 

work — when he was traveling to Damascus to persecute Christians — he got an answer. But 

this time, stopped again from doing the faithful work that he had dedicated his life to doing, no 
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answer came. Plan D. 

But when we read Paul’s thoughts, when we look at how Paul approached each of these changes 

of plan—A-D—we see that, while Paul wrestles with these changes of plan, he does not give up 

on the nature of God. He does not turn on God’s character. Although Paul’s life did not follow 

Plan A, although Paul was pushed to plan B, C, D, Paul always believed that God was at work 

in him.

Tom Tewell: So true, Jessica! God WAS at work in Paul’s life and he knew it. In fact, out of all of 

Paul’s life experience with the Plan A’s and Plan B’s of his life and with doors opening and closing, 

Paul learned an important spiritual principle that God doesn’t want any of us to forget: GOD 

WORKS ALL THINGS TOGETHER FOR GOOD.  GOD NEVER STOPS WORKING IN OUR 

LIVES! Even when we can’t see God and we wonder where IS God?  God is still at work.

 

In God’s economy, nothing is ever wasted. Sometimes the circumstances we face are so challenging 

and disappointing that we lose sight of God! And we ask “Where IS God?” This scripture passage 

is telling us that even when we can’t see God and even when we are angry at God...God is still 

at work in a mysterious way working all things together for good! And . . .sometimes, it is only 

when we look back on our lives, in the rearview mirror, that we can start to see what God may 

be doing. Soren Kierkegaard said, “We live our lives going forward, but we understand them 

looking back.” Alexander Graham Bell said, “When one door closes, God opens another, but 

we look so long and regretfully at the door that is closed that we do not even see the door that 

is open to us!” 

As Paul looked back over the Plan As, and Bs and Cs of his life that Jessica described to us so 

clearly, he realized that closed doors and disappointments were a part of God’s larger plan for 

his life! The Apostle Paul saw God’s hand at work in a mysterious way working through all the 

changes, and shipwrecks and suffering and closed doors to see how God used all of those things 

to actually OPEN OTHER DOORS so that Paul could have a platform to bear witness to Jesus 

Christ. If he had not been arrested and been in jail, he would never have been able to share the 

gospel with magistrates and even with the Emperor!  
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I say this as kindly as I can, but so often we want the easy road of comfort. We want our Plan A to 

work out exactly as we planned it! But, isn’t it true that when we experience the disappointments 

of life that we realize that God had a bigger plan for us than we can imagine? In fact, C.S. Lewis, 

the Christian apologist and author, said that “adversity is the raw material of the Christian 

maturity. Lewis says that “suffering is a classroom in which we learn to trust God!”  In his book, 

The Problem of Pain, Lewis says  “God whispers to us in our pleasures; God speaks to us in our 

conscience; but God shouts to us in our pain. Pain is God’s megaphone to a deaf world!”  You 

know, in all honesty, I would rather skip these courses in suffering or pain...but we are not on 

the face of the earth simply to get everything we want. We are on the face of the earth to learn 

how to trust God so that we can serve God, as Paul did, through life’s experiences! Adversity is 

one of the primary vehicles through which we learn to trust God! 

Now, let me be clear.  I do not believe that God causes everything that happens. But I do believe 

that God can work through everything that happens to teach us invaluable spiritual lessons that 

we could not learn in any other way. God has greater purposes for the events in our lives than 

we can imagine! 

This is what the Apostle Paul meant in I Corinthians 13 when he described love. He told us that 

in this life on earth, we see in a glass darkly, but in heaven we shall see face to face. In heaven, we 

will have the Divine perspective. That is why I have always thought that the first words we will 

say in heaven will be, “AH HA!  So that is what God had in mind all along1 Now...I get it!! 

But, it’s one thing to talk about God working all things for good, but it is another matter to live 

it out! 

Jessica Vaughjan Lower: That’s the real truth, Tom. It’s one thing to say God works all things 

for good—but it’s another thing to wake up to a day that disappoints you over and over again, 

or wander into a situation that presents you with your nightmares, or trudge through week 

after week of uncertainty and confusion. If God works all things for good, then that means 

that God works joyful, hopeful, lovely things for good; and it also means that God also works 

stressful, disconcerting, or painful situations for good—but that doesn’t save us or relieve us 
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from experiencing stressful, disconcerting, or painful things. It just gives those things a purpose. 

An eternal purpose. An eternal purpose affirms with each hurt, with each grief, with each rage, 

that hurt and grief and rage will not have the final word in our lives. 

It’s these times of grief and hurt and weakness that drive us to our knees in front of God in 

prayer—our scripture for today says that “the Spirit helps us in our weakness. We do not know 

what we ought to pray for, the the Spirit intercedes for us through wordless groans. And the one 

who searches our hearts knows the mind of the Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes for God’s 

people in accordance with the will of God.” And while I don’t always immediately identify with 

every phrase of scripture, this is one of those passages that I understand. When my good friend 

died at the age of 26, when a mentor of mine was diagnosed with a debilitating illness, when 

my husband lost his job when we had two small children—I didn’t have well-articulated prayers 

to offer up to God in these times. I didn’t offer private liturgies to perform to God like poetry. 

During these times, my prayers were conveyed to God through sobs as I stood next to an open 

casket, through my exasperation as I felt helpless at news I couldn’t control, through my rage 

as I grumbled and mumbled into moving boxes. A pastor on Twitter just this week posted that, 

sometimes, four letter words are the only prayers that he could pray, but he knew that God 

would accept them. I can sympathize with that. When we are at our lowest points, weakened 

by grief and hurt, that is when the Spirit intercedes through wordless groans.

 

Richard Rohr is a Franciscan Friar who is based in Albuquerque, New Mexico where he leads the 

Center for Contemplation. He’s a popular author and speaker, and he tells the story of listening 

to a scientist who was also a Jewish rabbi. The rabbi was speaking about God’s name—YHWH—

and about how God’s name is written only with consonants (YHWH) and no vowels. Faithful 

believers are expected  to know what vowels are said where in speaking the divine name, and 

the rabbi pointed out, that if the Divine name is pronounced correctly, it does not allow us to use 

our tongue or close our lips. The rabbi highlighted how the sound of God’s name is the sound 

of our breathing in and out. Rohr tells how, as the rabbi breathed God’s name in and out in the 

microphone over and over. Soon there were audible sobs in the auditorium filled with PhDs. 

Rohr says that he tells this story about “the Rabbi’s words” as often as he possibly can, because 

learning to pray God’s name in this way completely transformed his life—it transformed the act 
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of praying from a thinking activity into a corporeal reality of being human. It changed praying 

from an act of reciting carefully crafted words into sighs and groans. It caused him to see that 

the first word we ever spoke when we came out of our mother’s womb was the name of God as 

we took our first breath, and the last word we will ever say will be the name of God with our 

last breath. The Spirit intercedes for us in praying to God each moment of every day we breath, 

whether we are shouting in joy, or crying in grief, or shouting in anger. The Spirit makes every 

breath a prayer. 

 

Tom Tewell: Yes. The Spirit makes every breath a prayer. So, what is the purpose of prayer? Is 

prayer to get what we want? Is the purpose of prayer to get our Plan A in life?  Is it to change 

God’s mind? The purpose of prayer is not to change God’s mind.... but to receive God’s mind.  

Prayer helps us to know God. 

So, if we could have that socially-distanced cup of coffee, would you tell Jessica and me that 

you have learned in your life that God works all things together for good? Are we learning that 

lesson? 

A pastor I know in South Dakota learned that lesson. Her name is Barb. I sat with her and 

a group of pastors on Mt. Arbel overlooking the Sea of Galilee. I asked each pastor to tell us 

their story of faith. Barb warned us that her story was raged!  Her story involved addiction to 

drugs, a dysfunctional family, child abuse, failed suicide attempts, a divorce, being a mom at 19 

and a life of pain and loss!  Barb felt condemned by everyone. One day at the age of 34, after 

a failed suicide attempt, she saw a Salvation Army truck with a sign on it that said, “There is 

no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus!” ( Romans 8:1) And Barb finally started to 

believe that she was a child of God! Through many twists and turns in her life, Barb became a 

good mom and she met a good man and she got married. At the age of 40 she went to seminary 

and became a pastor. Today Barb is the pastor of a nondenominational, store-front church that 

tailors it’s ministry to families of drug addicts, recovering alcoholics and people who know 

brokenness! Barb invited me to preach there...and it was a happening! That congregation of 150 

people have a contagious joy in knowing Jesus that I have seen in few congregations! The joy 

in that congregation is palpable! People stay for an hour or more AFTER worship! I asked one 
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man, “Why do you stay afterwards for so long? Oh,” he said...”I guess it’s because I do not want 

to leave the atmosphere!”  People feel they belong there...now that’s a church!

 

So....when Barb’s Plan A, Plan B and Plan C did not work, God gave her a plan G, H and I and 

finally...God found her in her brokenness! It took Barb quite a few years to start to learn the 

lesson that the Apostle Paul learned years ago., , , that even when life seems crazy and messed 

up . . . that God is working all things together for Good.  And that is a lesson that God doesn’t 

want any of us to ever forget. Barb remembered it. Will we? Amen!


